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ABSTRACT
We investigate the spectrum of matrices (!Xj-Xjla)Zj=1 with a>O and distinct x1.... ,xn• which
are relevant to the theory of scattered data interpolation and spline functions. The main result is
the non-singularity of these matrices. which is based on the property that the number of negative
and positive eigenvalues of these matrices is independent of xl.... 'Xn. Oscillation properties of a
subset of eigenvectors of these matrices are also obtained. For 2< a <4 and points Xl, ....~ E R 2,
a sufficient condition for the non-singularity of (1~-xjmZj=' is derived.
SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION
A real symmetric matrix A=(Aij), i,j=l,... ,n is called conditionally
negative definite provided that its quadratic form
cTAc= i cjcjAij,
j,j=l
is nonpositive whenever 1:7= I Cj =O. A well-known theorem asserts that a
matrix having zero diagonal entries is conditionally negative definite if and only
if it can be realized as the square of the mutual Euclidean distance between
points, that is, Aij=~xj-xjf, i,j=l,... ,n, x1, ... ,xneRs for some s, c.r.
I.J. Schoenberg [8].
In a recent paper [5], one of us examined in the context of scattered data
interpolation (Hadamard) powers of A, i.e. A a = (Aij). It was shown there that
whenever A is conditionally negative definite with nonnegative elements and
(1.1) Aij>t(Ajj+Ajj), i*j,
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then
(1.2) (_1)n-1 det Aa>O, O<a< 1,
and
(1.3) det Aa>O, a<O,
when in addition Ajj>O, i= 1, ... ,n.
In particular, for any distinct points Xl, ... , xn E R S
This result has application in scattered data interpolation. (See Remark 6 in
Section 5).
Even for a> 1, A a has a certain type of positive (negative) definiteness.
Specifically, when l<a<l+l, I a nonnegative integer, (_1)/+lcTA ac>O
whenever cTq(A)c= 0, for all q E 7C1(R I) (polynomials of total degree ~ Ion R I)
and c:;f:O (q(A) is also taken in the sense of Hadamard, namely q(A)= (q(Aij)))'
Consequently, one obtains for C=(CI, ... ,Cn):;f:O and 2I<a<2/+2 that
n n
(1.5) (_1)/+1 ~ cicAxi-xJlla>O,if ~CiP(Xi)=0,PE7C1(RS).
i.i= I i=l
In another paper (1], Bos and Salkauskas showed that the matrix (lxi-xJI3),
i, j = 1, ... , n for any distinct XI' ... , xn E R is nonsingular (a case not covered by
(1.2», and that there are four points in R 2 for which (1Ixi-xJI1 3), i,j=1,2,3,4
is singular.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. For any distinctpointsxI> ... , XnE R, and anypositivenumbera
which is not an even integerless than n - 1,
(1.6)
where
( _I)v(n,a) det {Ix·-x·la}!!._ >0I J I,J-I ,
{
° , n odd,
(1.7) v(n,a)= 1+ [al2), n even, a<n,
nl2 , n even, a2=: n.
In case a is an even integer less than n - 1, the determinant in (1.6) vanishes.
Theorem 1 will be obtained from a stronger result concerning the exact
number of positive and negative eigenvalues of the matrix
(1.8) B%={Ixi-xJla}rJ=I'
The next section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. Although we can shorten
the proof by using (1.5), we derive a similar fact which serves equally well. This
allows us to give a self-contained proof of Theorem 1.
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For our analysis we require an extension of a result of Sylvester concerning
zeros of polynomials ([10], p. 408). In this regard, we follow a method used by
Polya and Schoenberg [7], to obtain information on the number of zeros of
L7~1 c;!x-x;lu. This derivation is presented in Section 3.
In Section 4 we obtain the signs of all the m'th order minors of {Ix;- Xj IU}
for m odd less than a + 1, and conclude certain oscillation properties of the
eigenvectors of this matrix.
The last section contains observations on the two dimensional analogue of
Theorem 1 for 2<a<4.
SECTION 2. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we prove the following results, from which Theorem 1 is a
direct consequence:
THEOREM 2. For 21< a::5 21 +2, with I a non-negative integer, and for distinct
numbers XI> ••• , xne R, n > 2/, the matrix ( - OIB:: has 1+ 1positive eigenvalues
and n - 1- 1 negative eigenvalues.
THEOREM 3. For a> 1, let XI' ••• , Xne R be distinct. In case n is even, n::5 a,
the matrix B:: has nl2 positive and nl2 negative eigenvalues, while ifn is odd,
n = 2p + 1, and n::5 a + 1, then (- I)PB:: has p + 1 positive eigenvalues and p
negative eigenvalues.
Note that by Theorems 2, 3, det B::>O if n is odd and a is not an even
integer < n - 1.
THEOREM 4. For a a non-negative even integer, a = 2p, and n distinct
numbers xl> ... ,xneR, n>a, the matrix (-I)PB:: has p+l positive eigen-
values, p negative eigenvalues and n - 2p - 1 zero eigenvalues.
Theorem 4 is obtained directly from Theorem 2 by varying a continuously
in the interval (2p-e,2p+e) e>O, and by observing that (-I)PB:: for
ae(2p-e,2p) hasp negative eigenvalues and n-p positive eigenvalues, while
for ae(2p,2p+e), (-I)PB:: has P+ 1 positive and n-p-l negative eigen-
values. Since the null space of B:: clearly has dimension n - 2p - 1 the result
follows.
The proof of Theorem 2 is presented in several steps. First we introduce two
relevant spaces of functions. Let X = cot nu, and 21< a < 21 +2. Define vhf+ I to
be the linear space spanned by the functions
\ 1 cos 4nu cos 4mnu sin 4nu sin 4mnu1
l<sin nu)U' (sin nu)U ' ... , (sin nu)U' (sin nu)U ' ... , (sin nu)UJ'
when 1=2m, and
\ cos 2nu, cos 6nu , ... , cos 2(2m + 1)nu, sin 2nu sin 2(2m + 1)nu1
l (sin nu)U (sin nu)U (sin nu)U (sin nu)U ' ... , (sin nu)U J'
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(2.5)
when / = 2m + 1. For convenience we do not distinguish notationally between
'~/+I and the linear subspace {(q(xI), ...,q(xn»:qe.~+d of R n which has
dimension :s /+ 1.
LEMMA 1. For any distinctpointsxI> ... ,xneR and 2/<a<2/+2 with / a
nonnegativeinteger
n
(2.1) (-1)/+1 ~ c;cjlx;-xjla>o,
,;j=l
wheneverc=(cI> ... ,cn):;t:Osatisfies
n
(2.2) ~ c;q(x;)=O, all qe~+I'
i=l
REMARK 1. Lemma 1 is similar to (1.5), but with the space 1C/(R 1) of poly-
nomials of degree :s/, replaced by the space .-11/+1'
PROOF. The idea of the proof is to transform the matrix Bn={lx;-xjllZj=1
via the transformation
(2.3) x;=-cot1Ct;,O<t;<1.
In doing so we see that
a Isin 11'(t;-tj)iU
(2.4) Ix·- x·1 = --'-------"-'---
I j (sin 1Ct;)a(sin 11't
j
)a
Using the formula
1 ~ -;kIJ( I (J)ad(J J{a+ 1)- J e cos - -
211' -n 2 -2aJ{(al2)+k+1)J{(a/2)+1-k)'
(c.£. [9] p. 453) we obtain the Fourier series expansion
co
(2.6) Isin 11'tla= ~ Wke2n;kt, teR,
where
(2.7)
(-1lJ{a+1)
W-------'---'--'----'----
k- 2aJ{(a/2)+k+1)J{(a/2)+ 1-k)'
from which it can be seen that
(2.8)
(-1)kJ{a+ 1)
W-k=Wk= 2a«a/2)+k) ... «al2)-(k-1»r2«a/2)+1-k)' k'?O.
(2.9)
From this formula it is apparent that
{
(_1)k ,O:sk:s/
sgn Wk=
(_1)/+1, k'?/+ 1
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(2.10)
We are now ready to prove the result. Set (Bn)ij= IXi - Xj I then from (2.4) and
(2.6)
We distinguish two cases: for I =2m we observe that wk<°for k ¢ {O, ±
±2, ... , ±2m}; for 1=2m+ 1, Wk>O for k¢ {± 1, ... , ±(2m+ I)}.
Thus when
n e2ttiklj { {O, ±2, ... , ±2m}, 1=2m,
L Cj. a =0, ke
j=1 (sm 77.t) {± 1, ... , ±(2m+ I)}, 1=2m+ 1,
we get (-I)/+ICTBgc>O, if C*O. However, equations (2.10) are equivalent,
by the Euler Formula, to our requirement (2.2).
REMARK 2. The proof of the lemma shows that
n
( - 1)/+ I L CiCjIsin 77.(ti - tj )Ia>o,
1.)=1
whenever C*°and
n
L cje2ttiklj=0,
j=1 {
ke {O, ±2, ±4, ... , ±2m}, 1=2m,
ke {± 1, ±3, ... , ±2m+ l}, 1=2m+ 1.
Lemma 1 has the following useful consequence:
LEMMA 2. For 21< a < 21 +2 and n~ 21 + 1, the matrixBg has at least n-1- 1
eigenvalueswith sign (_1)1+ I.
PROOF. Let f..il~ ... ~f..in be the eigenvalues of Bn= ( - 1)/Bg. Using the
. min-max characterization of eigenvalues of symmetric matrices (cf. Parlett [6]
p. 188) and Lemma 1, we get
(2.11) f..in-I-I = min max cTBnc~ max cTBnc<O,
dim X=/+ I ceXJ.. CE'~~1
lei'" I lei'" I
which proves the claim of the lemma.
The next lemma, which is stronger than we require will allow us to complete
the proof of the theorem.
LEMMA 3. For n odd, 3~n~a+ 1, and any two groupsof n distinctreal
numbersYit ... , Yn and XI' ... , Xn the matrix(!Yi-XjjU)rj=1 is nonsingular.
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Lemma 3 trivially follows from the result:
PROPOSITION 1. Let f(x); ~7=1 c;lx-x;la where n is odd, 3::5n::5a+I,
XI < ... <xn and Ch ••• , cn real constants. Then Z(f); the number of distinct
zeros off::5n - I. (Here we set Z(f); 0, whenf == 0).
The proof of this result requires a digression from our eigenvalue deliber-
ations and therefore is postponed to Section 3.
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 2.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The proof is by induction on I. For 1=0, 0 < a < 2 we
know by Lemma 2 that B~ has at least n -I negative eigenvalues while B~ has
at least one positive eigenvalue since eTB:;e>O for e=(l, ... , 1)T. Suppose the
result is true for 21<a < 21+2, and let n~ 21+3. Then the matrix ( - 1)/+ IBft+ 3
for 21< a < 21+2 has I + I negative and 1+2 positive eigenvalues. Now the
matrix B 2I +z is non-singular since ~2/+3 c·lx.-xlz/+ ze1C and the solutionZI+3 ""'=) I I z/+z
of ~~=~3 c;(x;-Xj)ZI+Z=Oj= I, ... ,2/+ 3 is therefore CI = ... ;CZ/+3 ;0. Also
the matrices Bft+3 for 2/+2<a<2/+4 are non-singular by Lemma 3. Hence
by the continuous dependence of the eigenvalues of B~ on the parameter a,
(_1)/+IBft+3 for 2/+2::5a<2/+4 has 1+ I negative and 1+2 positive eigen-
values.
To conclude the result for (_1)'+ IB~ observe that (_1)'+ IBft+3 is a prin-
cipal submatrix of (-1)'+ IB~. Hence if YI::5 '" ::5 Y,+ I <0< YI+Z::5 ... ::5 YZI+3
are the eigenvalues of (- 1)'+ 1Bft+3, and AI::5 '" ::5 An are the eigenvalues of
( _1)/+ IB~ then (c.f. Parlett [6], p. 186)
(2.12) Aj::5Yj::5An_Z/_3+j' j=I, ... ,2/+3,
and therefore O<Y/+Z::5An-l_l::5 ... ::5 An'
On the other hand by Lemma 2, AI::5 •.• ::5An_I_Z<O. Hence the result holds
for 2(/+ 1)<a<2(/+ 1)+2, and the proof is completed.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. For odd n, n;2p + I, ( -I)PB~ has p + 1 positive and
p negative eigenvalues, by Theorem 2.
Since by Lemma 3, B~ is nonsingular for n odd, n::5a+ I, we can change a
continuously in [n - I, 00), and conclude that ( - I)PB~ for a ~ n - I has exactly
p + I positive and p negative eigenvalues.
In case n;2p is even and n::5a, the above remark applies for n + I and n - I.
Hence (-I)PB~+I has p negative eigenvalues while (-1)P-IB~_1 has p
positive eigenvalues.
Now since B~ is a principal submatrix of B:;+ I' we conclude as in (2.12) that
their eigenvalues interlace. Hence ( - I)PB~ has at most p non positive eigen-
values. Similarly since (-I)PB:;_I is a principal submatrix of (-I)PB~,
( - I)PB~ has at least p negative eigenvalues. Hence (- I)PB:; has exactly p
negative eigenvalues and p positive eigenvalues.
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SECTION 3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
The proof of Proposition 1 is based on a smoothing property of the kernel
Ix-Yla, a> -1. We denote by Z(j) and V(j) the number of distinct zeros
and the number of sign changes respectively of f. For a vector c = (c), ... , cm),
we use S-(c)o ... ,cm)=S-(c) to denote the number of sign changes between
consecutive components of C when zero components are deleted. We also use
the convention that Z(j)=O, if f=O.
PROPOSITION 2. For a> -1 andge C( - 00, 00), g(y)=0(!yl-a-2) as y--'oo, let
~ ~
(3.1) Ta(g)(x)= J Ix-Ylag(Y)dy,Ta(g)(x)= J Ix-yla sgn (x-y)g(y)dy.
-~
If V(g):5a + 1 then
{
(i) Z(T_a(g»:5 V(g), if V(g) is even,
(3.2)
(ii) Z(Ta(g»:5 V(g), if V(g) is odd.
PROOF. First consider the case a =0. If V(g) is even then Z(Ta(g» =°and (i)
holds. In case of odd V(g), observe that
(3.3)
and
x ~ d _
To(g)(x)= J g(s)ds- 1g(s)ds, dx To(g)=2g,
~
(3.4) lim To(g)(x) = J g(x)dx= - lim To(g)(x).
x--oo
By (3.3) and Rolle's Theorem Z(To(g»:5 V(g) + 1. Now if the limits in (3.4) are
zero then Z(To(g»:5 V(g)-1. Otherwise since V(g) is odd, again by (3.3)
(3.5) [ lim sgn !!...- To(g)(X)] [ lim sgn!!...- To(g)(X)] < 0.x~~ dx x~-~ dx
Relations (3.4) and (3.5) guarantee that one of the two inequalities
(3.6) - d -lim sgn To(g)(x) - To(g(x» > 0,x~-~ dx
- d -lim sgn To(g)(x) - To(g)(x)< 0,
x~+~ dx
holds, and therefore Z(To(g»:5 V«d/dx)To(g» = V(g).
For a:t: 0, the proof is by induction on V(g). The case V(g) = °is straight-
forward since Ta(g) has the sign of g and Z(Ta(g» = 0.
Assume that V(g) = k, 1:5 k:5a + I, and the claim (3.2) is true for V(g):5 k - 1.
Choose ceR such that g changes sign at c. If J:~ g(x)dx:t:O we may also
choose C to satisfy
~
(3.7) J (x-c)g(x)dx:t:O.
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(3.12)
To apply the induction we consider g *(x) = (x - c)g(x) with V(g *) = k - 1. We
assume that k is even. The case of odd k follows similarly. By our inductive
hypothesis since k - 1s (a - 1) + 1,
(3.8) Z(Ta - 1(g*»sk-1.
Thus it is sufficient to prove that
Now
00
Ta_1(g*)(x)= I Ix-yla-l sgn (x-y)(y-c)g(y)dy=
00 00
=(x-c) I Ix-yla-lsgn(X-y)g(y)dy- Ilx-Ylag(Y)dy.
Hence
{
Ta-l (g *)(x) = (x- c)Ta_1(g)(x) - Ta(g)(x)
(3.10) (x-c) d
=-a- dx Ta(g)(x)- Ta(g)(x).
From (3.10) we see that if Ta(g) has a zero at c, then so does Ta-1(g*). So it
is sufficient to show (3.9) on the set S: = ( - 00, c) U (c, 00). On S we can define
the function
(3.11) H(x) =Ta(g)(x)lx-cl-a, xeS
and then (3.10) becomes
Ta-1(g*)(x)= J..-1x-c1a+1 sgn (x-c).!!... H(x).
a dx
The claim (3.9) can be reformulated in terms of the function Has
(3.13) Z(H)sZ(H')+ 1 on S.
To prove (3.13) observe that
00
(3.14) lim H(x) = lim H(x)= I g(x)dx.
If r:oo g(x)dx=O, we can apply Rolle's Theorem on S to conclude (3.13).
Otherwise we note that by (3.1)
00
I g*(x)dX=i=O,
and
Ta-1(g*)(x) _ rx~~oo Ix-cia 1 = J g*(x)dX=i=O.
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Hence by (3.12)
(3.15) [lim sgn .!!...- H(X)] [ lim sgn.!!...- H(X)] > O.x~oo dx x~ - 00 dx
Combining (3.14) with (3.15) we conclude that one of the two inequalities
lim sgn [H(X).!!...- H(X)] >0, lim sgn [H(X) .!!...- H(X)] <0,x~-oo dx x~oo dx
must hold, and therefore by Rolle's Theorem (3.13) follows.
REMARK 3. In case a is a nonnegative integer, the result (3.2) holds without
the restriction V(g)~ a + 1 since for a = 0 the result holds without this restric-
tion and the technique used in Proposition 2 yields a proof by induction on a.
This result was proved for even a by Sylvester ([10] p. 408).
COROLLARY 1. Let f(x) = E;':t cilx-Xilu where a>O, XI < ... <xm, and
CI *0. If
(3.16) S-(CI' ... ,cm,cI)~a+ 1,
then
PROOF. We assume without loss of generality that Cm*O. First suppose that
CI cm > 0. Then by taking a sequence of smooth functions {gk} tending to
E~~t Ci<5(X-XJ, with <5 the delta distribution, we get from (3.2)(i) that
(3.18) V(f) ~S- (CI, ... , cm) = S- (CI, ... , Cm' CI)'
In case CI cm<O consider fe(x)=f(x)+ec,lx--Xm+,lu for e>O and some
Xm+l>xm, By the first part V(fe)~S-(CI"",Cm,CI)and letting e--+O gives the
result.
COROLLARY 2. Let f(x) = E;':I cilx-Xilu where a>O, m>2, XI < ... <Xm,
and Ci*O, i= 1,2, ... ,m. If
then
PROOF. Suppose we setji=S-(c"""cm,cI)<Z(f). Since V(f)~ji there is at
least one zero of f at which f does not change sign. Let eI' ... , er be the zeros
in the neighborhood of which f is positive and TIl' .•• , TIs the zeros around
which f is negative. Without loss of generality we assume that r~s.
Now if there is i, l~i~m, such that Xi~{el, ... ,er} consider fe(x)=
=f(x)-elx-xilu. For e>O small enough,je has two changes of sign near each
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C,i and one change of sign near each change of sign of f. Therefore V(fe) ~
~ V(f)+ 2r, and since V(f) =Z(f) - (r+s»/l-r-s, s:s.r, we finally conclude
that V(fe) > /l in contradiction to Corollary 1. In case {Xl> ... , xm} ~ {C,I' ... , c,,},
let fe(x) =f(x)-elx-xdu. Since in this case m*2, V(fe)~2(r-1)~2(m-l»
> m ~/l, for e >°small enough. This again is a contradiction to Corollary 1.
REMARK 4. The argument in the proof of Corollary 2 can be applied to
obtain the following result: If for all f of the form ~~=l cilx-Xilu, V(f):s.
:s.N<2(m -1), then the stronger bound Z(f):s.N holds.
Weare now in position to give the final argument in the proof of Propo-
sition 1.
For f(x) = ~7=1 cilx-Xilu with n:s.a+ 1, obviously S-(CI' ... ,cmcl):s.n:s.
:s.a+ 1, and by Corollary 1, V(f):s.n. To exclude the possibility V(f)=n, first
assume that ~7=1 Ci*O, V(f)=n, and observe that f(x)f( -x)<O for X large
enough since n is odd. On the other hand it is clear from the structure off, that
for Ixi large enough f(x)· ~7=1 Ci>O. In case ~7=1 Ci=O, consider fe(x) =
=f(x)+elx-xllu for e>O small enough, and conclude that V(f):s. V(fe):s.
:s.n-l.
Thus V(f):s. n - 1 whenever n is odd, n:s. a + 1, and in view of Remark 4,
Z(f):s.n-l.
SECTION 4. OSCILLATION PROPERTIES OF THE EIGENVECTORS OF {IXi-XjIQ}
In this section we derive results concerning the number of sign changes of the
eigenvectors of the matrix Bg = {IXi - Xj n. This result is based on the fol-
lowing observation.
THEOREM 5. All the minors of order m of Bg are positive for odd m,
3:s.m:s.a+ 1.
PROOF. By Lemma 3 all the minors of Bg of odd order m, 3:s.m:s.a+ 1, are
non-zero. Moreover by Theorems 2, 3 all odd order principal minors of Bg are
positive.
To prove that for any two sets i l < ' .. <im and jl < ... <jm of indices in
{I, ... ,n}
Bg(~I···~m)=det{IXjr-XiX}~s=I>O,
II ···Im
we choose any m continuous functions on [0, 1], C,I (t) < C,2(t) < ... < c,m(t)
satisfying
c,,(0) =xh' c,,(l) =Xii' 1= 1, ... , m.
Then by Lemma 3
L1(t)=det {lxjr-c,s<t)n~s=I*Ofor O:s.t:s.1.
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Since ,1(0) > 0 we can conclude that
,1(l) =B~(!I'''~m)>0.
II "'Im
REMARK 5. The same argument as in the above proof leads to the conclusion
that all the m'th order submatrices of ( - I)PB~, with m = 2p + 1::::; a + 1, have
p + 1 positive and p negative eigenvalues.
The property of B~ expressed in Theorem 5 allows us to derive a result on
the number of sign changes in the components of the eigenvectors of B~. To
this end, we introduce in addition to the quantity S-(u) for a vector u, the
quantity S+(u) which counts the maximal number of sign changes between
consecutive components of u when zero components are allowed to have an
arbitrary sign.
We now state a variation of the Gantmacher-Krein theorem on the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of an oscillation matrix [2]. Although the hypotheses
of the theorem below can be weakened, it suffices for the application we have
in mind. An integral operator version appears in [4].
THEOREM 6. Let A be an n x n non-negative matrix with eigenvalues AI' ... , An
ordered so that 1.1 11~ 1.121~ ... ~ IAnl and corresponding generalized eigen-
vectors vl, ... ,vn• Suppose that all the minors of A of odd order v, 3::::;v::::;
::::;2k+ 1, are positive, and that Ar>Ofor r a positive integer. Then
(4.1) }'l>0, IA2/-d>IA2/1~IA2/+t1, A2/A2/+1>0, 1=1, ... ,k,
and for any p even, q odd, p, q::::; 2k + 1
2k+ I q.
(4.2) p-l ::::;S-( L aivi), S+( L aiv')::::;q-l,
i=p ;=1
h 2 20 2 20W enever al + ... +aq* , ap +'" +a2k+1 * .
PROOF. The proof of this result follows the proof of the Gantmacher-Krein
theorem. Specifically, since A r is a positive matrix, the Perron theorem
guarantees that
AI> IA21 ~ ... ~ IAnl,
and that the components of VI have the same sign. Applying the Perron
theorem to A2/+ 1 - the (2/+ l)-th compound matrix of A, I ~/~k, and re-
calling that its eigenvalues are II~/:i Ai} for any choice of 1~il < <i2/+ I ~n,
we conclude that for all 1~ il < ... < i2/ + I ~ n different from {I, , 2/+ 1}
(4.3)
2/+ I 2/+ I
II Aj> II IAil, 1= 1, ... ,k
j= 1 j~ I J
from which (4.1) easily follows.
To prove (4.2) we note that the generalized eigenvector of A 2I+ I corre-
sponding to the largest eigenvalue II~/:i Aj has the components det {vPJ:r+=1 1
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for all choices of 1~ i l < ... < i2J+ I ~ n. Hence by the Perron theorem all the
minors of order 21 + 1 of the matrix {Vi•...• v2/+ I} are of one sign. Therefore
by Theorem 1.3 on page 221 of [3]
21+ I
S+( l: aivi)~/-I. 1= 1, ... ,k.
;=1
Now any X= l:;:;/ aivi satisfies Cx=O where C is the (2/-1)xn matrix
whose rows are the first 21- 1 generalized eigenvectors of A T. By the same
reasoning as above all minors of C of order 2/- 1 have the same sign. Hence
C is strict sign consistent of order 2/- 1 in the terminology of [3] and S - (x)~
~ 2/- 1 in view of Theorem 2.1 on page 228 of [3].
We now apply this result directly to the matrix Bg to obtain
THEOREM 7. Let AI> ...• An' IAII ~ IA21 ~ ... ~ IAnl, be the eigenvalues ofBg,. let
u I, ...• un be the corresponding eigenvectors, and let m be an odd integer
satisfying
m~min {n,a+ I}.
Then
AI>0.IA2i_II>IA2il~IA2i+ll, A2iA2i+I>0. i=I •... ,[mI2].
Moreover for any p even and q odd, p, q~m,
m .
p-l ~S-( l: ai ul ),
i=p
q .
S+( l: aiul)~q-l.
i=l
whenever a~+ ... +a~*0, ai + ... + a~ *O. In particular
ul>O. 2i-l ~S-(u2i+/)~S+(u2i+/)~2i, 1=0,1. i= 1.... , [mI2].
SECTION 5. THE TWO DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM
For any n distinct points Xl, ... , x n E R 2• result (1.5) together with the
min-max characterization of eigenvalues of symmetric matrices, as used before
in (2.11), guarantees that the matrix
Bg= {II Xi -xjlnrj=l. 2l<a<2/+2.
has at least n - dim 1t/(R2) eigenvalues of sign (_1)1+ I. In particular for
2<a<4. Bg has at least n-3 positive eigenvalues. For 0<a<2. (1.4) implies
that Bg has exactly one positive and n - 1 negative eigenvalues. and therefore
det Bg*0, [5] (see also (1.2».
It was noted in [1] that for 2<a < 4 det Bg can be negative, positive or zero.
depending on the points x!, ... , xn• On the other hand. by the technique
employed in [1] and in Section 2, it is sufficient to show the existence of four
points {Xi, • ... , x i4 } C {Xl, ... , xn} such that the matrix {IIXir -xi'lI}:'5= I has
three negative eigenvalues. in order to guarantee that the full matrix Bg has
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exactly three negative and n - 3 positive eigenvalues, and thus guarantee that
det B:*O. (see Remark 6).
In the following we investigate necessary and sufficient conditions on the
geometry of four points in R 2, which guarantee that the corresponding matrix
B:, 2< a < 4, has exactly three negative eigenvalues.
LEMMA 4. Any symmetric matrix {Ad tj= I satisfying
(5.1) Ajj=O, Aij>O, j*i, j=I, ... ,4, i=I, ... ,4,
has at least two negative eigenvalues and one positive eigenvalue.
PROOF. First consider {Aij}L=1 with eigenvalues,uI=s;,u2=s;,u3. As was shown
in [1] this matrix has two negative and one positive eigenvalue. To see this,
observe that since ,ul +,u2 +,u3 = 0 and
,u1,u2,u3=det {Aij}L=1 =2 A 13 A 2I A 32 >0,
it necessarily follows that,ul =s;,u2 < 0 <,u3. Using the method which led to (2.12)
we conclude for the eigenvalues, Al =S; A2 =S; A3 =S; A4, of the matrix {Aij}L= 1> that
(5.2) Al =S;A2=s;,u2<0, 0<,u3=S;A4,
which completes the proof of the lemma.
From now on, let AI=S;A2=S;A3=S;A4 be the eigenvalues of Bf for 2<a<4. To
see that A3 can be positive take all four points on a line and use Theorem 2.
To determine the sign of A3 we observe that
(5.3) sgn A3 = sgn det Bf,
and so we investigate the sign of det Bf. By direct computation we get
(5.4) L1=
o a b d
a 0 c e
b c 0 f
d e f 0
= (af) 2 + (be)2 + (cd)2 - 2(af)(be)
- 2(af)(cd) - 2(cd)(be)
which in terms of the variables <; =belaf, 'I = cd/af, becomes
(5.5)
Now for the matrix Bf we have,
(5.6) <; = (11x l _x3 1111x2 -x411/llx l _x2111Ix3 _x411)a,
(5.7) 'I = (11x l _x4 1111x2 -x311/llx l -x2111Ix3 _x4 11)a.
Thus only these two characteristics of the configuration of the four points
determine the sign of det Bf. Specifically, we have
(5.8) det Bf<O if and only if 1+(<;-'1)2-2(<;+'1)<0.
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This condition (5.8) can be seen pictured geometrically in the (u, v) plane, where
U =e+ '1 >0 and v = e- '1.
Thus
(5.9) det Bf=(l+v2_2u)'(llxl_x2111Ix3_x4i1)2a,
and ..1. 3< 0 for (u, v) in the domain "inside" the parabola U = to + v2) (see
Fig. I).
v
r+------------.... u
Fig. I. The parabola u = +(1 + v2).
In particular, if e= '1 the condition simplifies to
(5.10) ..1. 3 <0 if e='1>t, ..1. 3>0 if e='1<t.
Let us next examine (5.8) in detail for two particular configurations of four
points with e='1.
(i) Xl =(- hi' 0), x2= (hI> 0), x 3=(0, 0), x4=(0, h2).
We can always find four such points in any rectangular grid with equal spacing
in at least one of the directions (here it is the direction of the first coordinate).
The condition on hi' h2 for ..1. 3 < 0 is
which can be simplified to y2>4(a-2)/a_I;::-:1 for 2<a<4. Thus hl '2':h2 is
sufficient for ..1. 3 < O.
(ii) Xl =(- hI> 0), x2=(hi' 0), x3=(0, h2), x4=(0, - h3).
The configuration (ii) corresponds to the vertices of two isosceles triangles
built on the two sides of the same basis. (see Fig. 2). It appears in grids
composed of identical rombuses (see Fig. 2), and in rectangular grids with equal
spacings in one direction.
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Fig. 2. Configurations of points.
For configuration (ii) the condition for A3 <0 becomes
,., =~ =«hi + h~r~(hi+ h~r~ I2h l(hz+ h3»U>t.
Thus
(5.12)
Introducing sin y=hl/(hI+h~)+, sin P=hl/(hi+h~)t into (5.12) we obtain
h
41/u>2 sin y(cos P+ ~ sin P)=2 sin (y+P),
hi
and therefore A3 <°if
(5.13) sin (y+p}<2(Z-u)/u, 2<a<4.
Since the upper bound in (5.13) is decreasing with a we get the sufficient con-
dition for A3 <0,
(5.14) sin (y+P)5. ~
i.e. y+p5.nI4, or y+p"2.3nI4 for 2<a<4. For the grid in Fig. 2, y=P and
the condition simplifies to y5.nlS or y"2.3nIS.
For the rectangular grid with unequal spacing in one direction and equal
spacing in the other direction, (5.13) complements (5.11), although together
they still do not cover all possible cases. For the case that sin (y+p}>2(Z-u)/u
or (h llhz)2<4(u-Z)/u-l, A3>0 and other configurations of four points must
be checked.
REMARK 6. The conditions which insure the negativity of A3 have application
in scattered data interpolation of surfaces (see [5]): Given data at n points
Xl, ... , x n E R Z, it is possible to interpolate the data by a function of the form
1:7=IOillx-Xillu, 2<a<4, if and only if det Uxi-xJIIU}ZJ=1 *0. Thus a
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sufficient condition for the solvability of the interpolation problem is the
existence of four points among Xl, ••• , xn satisfying the condition
(5.15)
where <; and" are given by (5.6) and (5.7).
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